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ABSTRACT
Processing the mixed workloads of transactions and analytical
queries in a single database system can eliminate the ETL process
and enable real-time data analysis on the transaction data. How-
ever, there is no free lunch. Such systems must balance the trade-off
between workload isolation and data freshness due to interweav-
ing workloads of OLTP and OLAP. Since Gartner coined the term,
Hybrid Transactional/Analytical Processing (HTAP), we have wit-
nessed the emergence of various database systems to support HTAP.
One common feature is that they leverage the best of row store
and column store to achieve high quality of HTAP. As they have
disparate storage strategies and processing techniques to satisfy the
requirements of various HTAP applications, it is essential to under-
stand, compare, and evaluate their key techniques. In this tutorial,
we offer a comprehensive survey of HTAP databases. We introduce
a taxonomy of state-of-the-art HTAP databases according to their
storage strategies and architectures. We then take a deep dive into
their key techniques regarding transaction processing, analytical
processing, data synchronization, query optimization, and resource
scheduling. We also introduce existing HTAP benchmarks. Finally,
we discuss the research challenges and open problems for HTAP.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Background. All organizations are processing more data than ever
at their disposal, and data keeps coming with high velocity, vol-
ume and variety [26, 30, 53, 55]. For businesses with data-intensive
applications, it is beneficial to have a single HTAP system that
not only can efficiently handle on-line transactional processing
(OLTP), but also can perform on-line analytical processing (OLAP)
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for prompt decision-making. For instance, when equipped with an
HTAP system, entrepreneurs in retail applications can analyze the
latest transaction data in real time and identify the sales trend, then
take timely actions, e.g., roll out advertising campaigns for promis-
ing products [35]. In finance applications, vendors can leverage an
HTAP system to process the customer transactions efficiently while
detecting the fraudulent transactions simultaneously [16, 36, 47].
HTAP Definition. Hybrid Transactional/Analytical Processing
(HTAP) is an application architecture proposed by a Gartner report
[35] at 2014, which utilizes in-memory computing technologies
to enable concurrent analytical and transaction processing on the
same in-memory data store. Such an architecture should elimi-
nate the need of Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process, thereby
accelerating data analytics and bringing dramatic business innova-
tion. In 2018, Gartner extended the HTAP concept to "In-Process
HTAP" [15], an application architecture that supports weaving an-
alytical and transaction processing techniques together as needed
to accomplish the business task. Such a new definition indicates
HTAP is no longer limited to in-memory computing techniques.
Motivation. Over the last few years, numerous database systems
[18–22, 29, 31, 42, 44] have been developed to enable HTAP. One
common feature is that they utilize the best of row store and col-
umn store to achieve high quality of HTAP. Nevertheless, they have
disparate storage strategies and processing techniques albeit the
dual-store feature. This main reason for such diversity is that dif-
ferent classes of HTAP systems target at different applications. For
instance, it depends on whether OLTP or OLAP is the first citizen
of the applications, or both are important. It also depends on the re-
quirements of availability, scalability, system performance, and data
freshness [9] specified in the service level agreements (SLAs) [17].
Consequently, HTAP systems must balance the trade-off between
workload isolation and data freshness due to interweaving work-
loads of OLTP and OLAP. To better harness these HTAP forces for
various applications, it is of paramount importance to study, under-
stand, and compare their key techniques. In this tutorial, we study
HTAP databases that utilize row store and column store together
to efficiently handle the mixed workloads of OLTP and OLAP in a
single database system.
Tutorial Overview.We will provide a comprehensive tutorial on
HTAP databases. The intended length of the tutorial is 3 hours. The
tutorial consists of four sections as follows.
(1) HTAP Databases (30 min). This section starts with an intro-
duction to the background of HTAP databases. It provides a classi-
fication according to their storage architectures, then introduces
the main approaches in each category. As shown in Figure 1, it clas-
sifies HTAP databases into four categories: (a) Primary Row store
+ In-Memory Column store; (b) Distributed Row Store + Column
Store Replica; (c) Disk Row Store + Distributed Column Store; and
(d) Primary Column Store + Delta Row Store. Then, it presents the
main HTAP techniques and representatives for each architecture.
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Figure 1: Storage Architectures of State-Of-The-Art HTAP Databases
Table 1: A Classification of State-Of-The-Art HTAP Databases based on the Storage Architecture

Category HTAP databases TP Throughput AP Throughput TP Scalability AP Scalability Isolation Freshness

Primary Row Store + In-
Memory Column Store

Oracle Dual-Format[19],
SQL Server[20], DB2 BLU[39] High High Medium Low Low High

Distributed Row Store +
Column Store Replica

TiDB[18], SingleStore[44] Medium Medium High High High Low

Disk Row Store + Dis-
tributed Column Store

MySQL Heatwave[31] Medium Medium Medium High High Medium

Primary Column Store
+ Delta Row Store

SAP HANA[43] Medium High Low Medium Low High

Particularly, it summarizes the pros and cons of different HTAP
solutions regarding performance, scalability, workload isolation,
and data freshness (see Table 1).
(2) HTAPTechniques (40min). This section takes a deep dive into
the key techniques of HTAP databases, paying particular attentions
to their techniques concerning transaction processing, analytical
processing, data synchronization, query optimization, and resource
scheduling. The detailed key techniques in each module are shown
in Table 2. Overall, it focuses on five task types for HTAP as follows.
– Transaction processing (TP) techniques. This part will introduce
two types of TP techniques, including (i) MVCC + logging [19, 20,
31, 39, 43] that relies on multi-version concurrency control (MVCC)
protocols and logging techniques for transaction processing; and
(ii) 2PC+Raft+logging [18] that processes the transactions in a dis-
tributed architecture based on a two-phase commit (2PC) protocol,
a Raft-based consensus algorithm, and logging techniques.
– Analytical processing (AP) techniques. This part will introduce
three kinds of AP techniques. The first type is (i) in-memory delta
and column scan [19, 20, 31, 39, 43] that responds to an analytical
query by performing a scan on the in-memory columnar data and
visible delta tuples yet being merged simultaneously. The second
type is (ii) disk-based delta and column scan [18] that scans the
log-based delta files and the column store together for an incoming
query. The third type is (iii) column scan [44] that performs the
query purely in the column store.
– Data synchronization (DS) techniques. This part will introduce
three types of DS techniques for synchronizing data between OLTP
and OLAP, including (i) in-memory delta merge [19, 20, 31, 39, 43]
that merges the newly-inserted in-memory delta data to the main
column store; and (ii) disk-based delta merge [18] that periodically
merges the disk-based delta files to the main column store; and (iii)
rebuild from primary row store [19, 39] that rebuilds the in-memory
column store from the primary row store.
– Query optimization techniques. This part will introduce three as-
pects of query optimization techniques, including (i) column se-
lection for HTAP [19, 31] that automatically selects the columns

from the primary store into main memory based on the history
workload; (ii) hybrid row/column scan [18, 20] that relies on cost-
based functions to determines whether to perform a query over the
row store or over the column store; and (iii) CPU/GPU Accelera-
tion for HTAP [5, 22] that leverages heterogeneous hardware, i.e.,
CPU/GPU architecture to accelerate HTAP workloads, respectively.
– Resource scheduling techniques. This part will introduce the re-
source scheduling techniques that aim to improve the resource
utilization by dynamically allocating resources, e.g., CPU and mem-
ory, for HTAP. It mainly introduces two types of techniques. The
first one is the workload-driven scheduling [43, 45] that adaptively
adjusts the resources of OLTP and OLAP workloads based on the
execution status of workload. The second one is the freshness-
driven scheduling [40] that controls the execution modes of HTAP
workloads based on the freshness metric.
(3) HTAP Benchmarks (10 mins). This section introduces the
existing benchmarks and evaluation practices on HTAP databases.
It will introduce several end-to-end HTAP benchmarks including
TPC-C [48], TPC-H [49], HTAPbench [10], and CH-benchmark [11].
Specifically, it will walk through the key aspects of the benchmarks,
including data generation, execution rule, and performance metrics.
In addition, it will introduce two HTAP micro-benchmarks: ADAPT
[6] and HAP [7] benchmarks. After that, it summarizes the key
insights from existing evaluation practices [13, 38, 40, 42, 45].
(4) Challenges and Open Problems (10 mins). The final section
concludes the tutorial and discusses the research challenges and
open problems for HTAP techniques. It summarizes the tutorial
topics, then presents several challenges and open problems. Firstly,
it presents the limitations of existing methods on column selection
for HTAP workloads, then discusses the possibility of learning-
based methods on this task. Secondly, it discusses the challenges for
HTAP query optimization and calls for a learned query optimizer
for HTAP. Thirdly, it discusses the limitation of current approaches
on HTAP resource scheduling, then calls for new adaptive meth-
ods. Finally, it discusses the limitation of existing benchmarks and
envisions a new HTAP benchmark suite.
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Difference with Existing Tutorial. There has been an 1.5-hour
tutorial [34] on Hybrid Transactional/Analytical Processing (HTAP)
in SIGMOD 2017. It gave a general classification to HTAP systems
including NoSQL databases [1, 2], Hadoop-based data warehouses
[3, 4], and loosely-coupled Spark-based [52] systems. Different
from the previous tutorial, we provide a new taxonomy of HTAP
databases that should support ACID-compliant transaction process-
ing and real-time analytical processing simultaneously. In addition,
we introduce HTAP databases based on the latest developments, i.e.,
the database systems and techniques that emerged since 2017. We
also go deeper into the fundamental techniques of HTAP databases
and summarize the pros and cons of different approaches. Last but
not least, we introduce the benchmarks and evaluation practices
for HTAP, which have not yet been presented.
Target Audience. This tutorial is intended for a wide scope of SIG-
MOD attendees, including entrepreneurs, researchers, developers,
practitioners, and students. For entrepreneurs, this tutorial helps
them gain a comprehensive picture and understanding of the state-
of-the-art HTAP techniques that may be suitable for their business
cases. For researchers, they can gain insights from the pros and
cons of existing techniques, find new topics and research problems,
and contribute their expertise to HTAP databases. For developers
and practitioners, this tutorial could deepen their understanding of
key techniques of HTAP databases and benchmarks, which helps
them to properly choose or improve the HTAP systems for their
applications. For students, this tutorial provides them with crucial
techniques on HTAP.

2 TUTORIAL OUTLINE
We start with an introduction to the background of HTAP, and
then summarize a taxonomy of HTAP databases. We introduce
their main approaches, discuss the pros and cons, then go deeper
into the key techniques with illustrated examples. Furthermore, we
introduce HTAP benchmarks and evaluation practices. Finally, we
discuss research challenges and open problems.

2.1 HTAP Databases
In this tutorial, we study HTAP databases [18–20, 29, 31, 32, 37, 39,
43, 44] that leverage the row store and column store together to
enable HTAP in a single database system.
(a) Primary Row Store+In-Memory Column Store. This cate-
gory of HTAP databases [19, 20, 29, 37, 39] leverage primary row
store as the basis for OLTP workloads and processes OLAP work-
loads with an in-memory column store. All the data is persisted to
the primary row store. The row store is also memory-optimized
such that data updates are efficiently handled. Updates are also
appended to the delta store which will be merged to the column
store. For instance, Oracle in-memory dual-format database [19]
combines the row-based buffer and column-based in-memory com-
pression unit (IMCU) to handle OLTP andOLAPworkloads together.
IMCU is populated from the buffer and changes are cached in the
snapshot metadata unit (SMU). Another example is SQL Server
[20] that developed the columnstore index (CSI) over in-memory
tables in the Hekaton [12] row engine to enable real-time analytical
processing. HTAP databases in this type have high throughput as
all the workloads are processed in memory.

(b) Distributed Row Store+Column Store Replica. This cate-
gory relies on distributed architecture to support HTAP. The master
node asynchronously replicates the logs to the slave nodes when
handling the transaction requests. The primary storage is row store,
some slave nodes will be chosen as column store servers for query
acceleration. Transactions are handled in a distributed way for high
scalability; complex queries are performed in the server nodes with
a column store. A representative is TiDB [18], which is a Raft-based
distributed HTAP database that asynchronously replicates Raft logs
from the leader node to follower nodes storing the data in the row-
based replicas. The logs are also sent to learner nodes that store the
data in columnar format. As a result, the workload isolation level
is high as transactions are processed on nodes with a row store,
and analytical queries are executed on nodes with a column store.
However, the data freshness is low since newly-updated data may
have not been merged to the column store.
(c) Disk Row Store+Distributed Column Store. This kind of
databases utilizes a disk-based RDBMSwith a distributed in-memory
column-store (IMCS) to support HTAP. The RDBMS preserves the
full capacity for OLTP workloads and an IMCS cluster is deeply
integrated to accelerate query processing. The columnar data is
extracted from the row store, hot data resides in IMCS and cold
data will be evicted to disk. For instance, MySQL Heatwave [31]
combines a MySQL database with a distributed IMCS cluster, called
Heatwave, to enable real-time analytics. Transactions are fully exe-
cuted in the MySQL database. Columns that are frequently accessed
will be loaded into the Heatwave. When a complex query comes in,
it can be pushed down to the IMCS engine for query acceleration.
(d) Primary Column Store+Delta Row Store. This category
of databases utilizes primary column store as the basis for OLAP,
and handles OLTP with a delta row store. The in-memory delta-
main HTAP databases store the whole data in the main column
store. Data updates are appended to the row-based delta store.
The OLAP performance is high as the column store is highly read-
optimized. However, since there is only a delta row store for OLTP
workloads, the OLTP scalability is low. A representative is SAP
HANA [14, 43]. It divides the in-memory data store into three layers:
L1-delta, L2-delta, and Main. The L1-delta keeps data updates in
a row-wise format. When the threshold is reached, the data in L1-
delta is appended to L2-delta. The L2-delta transforms the data into
columnar data, then merges the data into the main column store.
Finally, the columnar data is persisted to the disk storage.

2.2 HTAP Techniques
As shown in Table 2, we summarize five task types of HTAP tech-
niques, including (1) transaction processing; (2) analytical process-
ing; (3) data synchronization; (4) query optimization; and (5) re-
source scheduling. These key techniques are adopted by the state-
of-the-art HTAP databases. Nevertheless, they have pros and cons
concerning various metrics, e.g., efficiency, scalability, and fresh-
ness. At the end of the section, we review other related HTAP
techniques that complement the key techniques.
(1) Transaction Processing (TP) Techniques. OLTP workloads
in HTAP databases are handled over the row store, but different
architectures result in disparate TP techniques. It mainly consists
of two types. The first type is (i) MVCC+logging [19, 20, 31, 39, 43]
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Table 2: An Overview of HTAP Techniques

Task Type Key Techniques HTAP Databases/Prototypes Pros Cons

Transaction
Processing

MVCC+ Logging
Oracle Dual-Format[19]

SQL Server[20], DB2 BLU[39]
MySQL Heatwave[31], SAP HANA[43]

High Efficiency Low Scalability

2PC+Raft+Logging TiDB[18] High Scalability Low Efficiency

Analytical
Processing

In-Memory Delta and Column Scan
Oracle Dual-Format[19]

SQL Server[20], DB2 BLU[39]
MySQL Heatwave[31], SAP HANA[43]

High Freshness Large Memory Size

Log-based Delta and Column Scan TiDB[18] High Scalability Low Freshness
Column Scan SingleStore[44] High Efficiency Low Freshness

Data
Synchronization

In-Memory Delta Merge
Oracle Dual-Format[19]

SQL Server[20], DB2 BLU[39]
MySQL Heatwave[31], SAP HANA[43]

High Efficiency Low Scalability

Log-based Delta Merge TiDB[18] High Scalability High Merge Cost
Rebuild from Primary Row Store SingleStore[44], Oracle Dual-Format[19] Small Memory Size High Load Cost

Query
Optimization

In-Memory Column Selection Oracle 21c [33], MySQL Heatwave[31] High Memory Utility Low AP Throughput
Hybrid Row/Column Scan TiDB[18], SQL Server[13, 20] High AP Throughput Large Search Space

CPU/GPU Acceleration for HTAP RateupDB [22], Caldera [5] High AP Throughput Low TP Throughput
Resource
Scheduling

Freshness-driven scheduling for HTAP RDE [40] High Freshness Low Throughput
Workload-driven scheduling for HTAP SAP HANA[43], Siper[45] High Throughput Low Freshness

that relies on MVCC protocols and logging techniques to process
the transactions. Specifically, each insert is first written to the log
and the row store, then is appended to the in-memory delta store.
An update creates a new version of a row with a new lifetime
of a begin timestamp and an end timestamp, the older version is
marked as a delete row in a delete bitmap. As a result, the transac-
tion processing is efficient as the DML operations are performed
in memory. Note that some approaches may write data to either
the row store [44] or the delta row store [43], and they may only
write log when the transaction is committing [12, 20]. The second
type is (ii) 2PC+Raft+logging [18] that relies on distributed archi-
tecture (b) introduced in Section 2.1. It provides high scalability
with distributed transaction processing. The ACID transactions are
processed on the distributed nodes with a 2-phase commit (2PC)
protocol, a Raft-based consensus algorithm, and the write-ahead
log (WAL) technique. Particularly, the leader node receives the re-
quest from the SQL engine, then appends logs locally and sends
logs to follower nodes asynchronously. If the majority of nodes, i.e.,
the quorum, successfully append the logs, the leader commits the
request and applies it locally. Compared to the first type, the second
type has low efficiency due to distributed transaction processing.
(2) Analytical Processing (AP) Techniques. For HTAP databases,
OLAP workloads are performed using column-oriented techniques
such as aggregations over compressed data and single-instruction
multiple-data (SIMD) instructions [39, 43]. Particularly, they are
divided into three types. The first type is (i) in-memory delta and
column scan [19, 20, 31, 39, 43]. This line of work scans the in-
memory delta and columnar data together as the delta store may
include the updated records that have not been merged to the
column store. Since it has scanned the recently visible delta tuples
in memory, the data freshness is high for OLAP. The second type is
(ii) log-based delta and column scan [18] that scans the log-based
delta data and the columnar data together for incoming queries.
Similar to the first type, the second type scans the latest delta with
the column store for handling OLAP. However, such a process is
more expensive due to reading the delta files that may have not
been merged. Consequently, the data freshness is low due to the

high latency of shipping and merging the delta files. The third type
is (iii) column scan [44], which only scans the columnar data for
high efficiency as there is no overhead of reading any delta data.
However, this technique leads to low freshness when the data is
frequently updated in the row store.
(3) Data Synchronization (DS) Techniques. Since reading the
delta data in query time is expensive, it is necessary to periodically
merge the delta data to the main column store. There are three
kinds of DS techniques for various HTAP databases. Namely, (i) in-
memory delta merge [19, 20, 31, 39, 43]; (ii) disk-based delta merge
[18]; and (iii) rebuild from primary row store [19, 39]. The first
category periodically merges the newly-inserted in-memory delta
data to the main column store. Several techniques are introduced to
optimize the merge process, including the two-phase transaction-
based data migration [20], the dictionary-encoded sorting merge
[43], and threshold-based change propagation [19, 31, 39]. The
second category [18] merges the disk-based delta files to the main
column store. To speed up themerging process, the delta data can be
indexed by a B+-tree, thus the delta items can be efficiently located
with key lookups [18]. The third category rebuilds the in-memory
column store from the primary row store [19, 44]. This is typical
for the case that the delta updates exceed a certain threshold, thus
it is more efficient to rebuild the column store than merging these
updates with a large memory footprint [19].
(4) Query Optimization Techniques.We introduce three aspects
of query optimization techniques, including (i) column selection
for HTAP [31, 33]; (ii) hybrid row/column scan [18, 20]; and (iii)
CPU/GPU acceleration for HTAP [5, 22]. The first type [31, 33] re-
lies on history workload and statistics to select frequently-accessed
columns extracted from the primary store into memory. Thus, a
query can be pushed down to the in-memory column store for
acceleration. The downside is that the columns for a new query
may have not been selected, leading to row-based query process-
ing. Existing approaches rely on history workload’s access pattern
[31, 33] to load the hot data and evict the cold data. The second
type [18, 20] utilizes hybrid row/column scan to accelerate a query.
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With such techniques, a complex query can be decomposed to
perform either over the row store or over the column store, then
the results are combined. This is typical for an SPJ query that can
be executed with a row-based index scan and a complete column-
based scan. We introduce the cost-based approach [18, 20] to select
the hybrid row/column access path. The third type of techniques
[5, 22] leverages heterogeneous CPU/GPU architecture to accel-
erate HTAP workloads. These techniques utilize the task-parallel
nature of CPUs and the data-parallel nature of GPUs for handling
OLTP and OLAP, respectively. Nevertheless, such techniques favor
high OLAP throughput while having low OLTP throughput.
(5) Resource Scheduling Techniques. For HTAP databases, re-
source scheduling refers to resource allocation for OLTP and OLAP
workloads. Existing techniques [40, 43, 45] dynamically control
the execution mode of OLTP and OLAP workloads for better re-
source utilization. There are two types of scheduling techniques, the
workload-driven approaches [43, 45] and the freshness-driven ap-
proach [40]. The former one adjusts the parallelism threads of OLTP
and OLAP tasks based on the performance of executed workloads.
For example, when CPU resource is saturated by OLAP threads,
the task scheduler can decrease the parallelism of OLAP while
enlarging the OLTP threads. The latter one [40] switches the exe-
cution modes on resource allocation and data exchange for OLTP
and OLAP. For instance, the scheduler controls the execution of
OLTP and OLAP in isolation for high throughput, then periodically
synchronizes the data. Once the data freshness becomes low, it
switches to an execution mode with shared CPU, memory and data.
Other HTAP-related techniques. We also review (i) new HTAP in-
dexing techniques [41, 46] and (ii) scale-out techniques[17, 19].

2.3 HTAP Benchmarks
We present existing benchmarks [11, 48, 49] and evaluation prac-
tices [13, 38, 40, 42, 45] on HTAP databases.
(1) HTAP Benchmarks. A widely-used end-to-end HTAP bench-
mark is CH-benchmark [11] that combines two TPC benchmarks,
i.e., TPC-C [48] for transactional workloads, TPC-H [49] for analyt-
ical workloads. Another end-to-end benchmark, called HTAPBench
[10], also combines TPC-C and TPC-H, but proposes a different met-
ric. We will compare HTAPBench with CH-benchmark concerning
data generation, execution rule, and performance metrics. For data
generation, we study how they scale the original data generator.
For the execution rule, we present how they control the concurrent
execution of OLTP and OLAP workloads with benchmark parame-
ters. For performance metrics, we introduce how they combine the
metrics of transactions per minute (tpmC) and completed queries
per hour (QphH). In addition to the end-to-end benchmarks, we
will introduce two synthetic micro-benchmarks [6, 7].
(2) HTAP Database Evaluation. We summarize the gained in-
sights from existing evaluation practices on HTAP databases [13,
38, 40, 42, 45]. Particularly, we study the trade-offs that HTAP sys-
tems made for handling the OLTP and OLAP workloads. We will
present quantified numbers to shed some light on how different
HTAP databases perform in various situations. For example, to
strike the trade-off between workload isolation and data freshness,
we compare what percentage of performance degradation the sys-
tems should pay in order to maintain the data freshness.

2.4 Challenges and Open Problems
Automatic Column Selection for HTAPWorkload. Given an
HTAP workload, selecting which columns into the in-memory
column store from the row store is an important task. However,
existing methods rely heavily on the historical statistics to select
the columns into memory, e.g., Oracle 21c’s Heatmap [33]. Such
methods make the recommendation by running all the queries, thus
are expensive and inflexible. Recently, learning-based methods [24]
have been widely used in the database field, including knob tuning
[25, 54], join ordering [50], and view selection[51]. Therefore, it
calls for new automatic methods to efficiently and effectively select
the columns for HTAP workloads. The main challenge is to design a
lightweight learned method that can capture the access patterns of
workloads without executing the entire workload in the database.
In addition, it is challenging to take into account the data encoding
together, which leads to a larger search space.
Learned HTAP Query Optimizer. Existing methods [13, 18] op-
timize the query by leveraging cost functions to select the access
path of row store and column store in an HTAP database. How-
ever, they make uniform and independent assumptions to estimate
the row/column size, then use such estimates to measure the scan
cost for row store and column store. Such methods are problematic
for correlated and skewed data due to inaccurate cost estimates.
Recently, learned query optimizers [27, 28] have shown practical
gains by learning a mapping between an incoming query and the
execution strategy from the existing optimizer. Therefore, it is also
promising to develop a learned query optimizer for HTAP databases.
The main challenge is to consider both the row-based and column-
based operators in the learning phase as the learning space is large.
Adaptive HTAP Resource Scheduling. HTAP resource sched-
uling helps databases to balance the trade-off between workload
isolation and data freshness. This is achieved by adjusting the ex-
ecution modes of OLAP and OLTP. Isolated execution of OLAP
and OLTP workloads favors high throughput but has a low data
freshness. Shared execution of mixed workloads favors a high data
freshness but has strong workload interference. Exiting freshness-
driven scheduling [40] relies on a rule-based approach to control the
execution mode but neglects the workload pattern. The workload-
driven approach [43, 45] adjusts the threads of OLTP and OLAP but
does not consider the freshness. Thus, it is important to consider
both workload and freshness when scheduling the resources. To
this end, it is preferable to develop a lightweight adaptive schedul-
ing method that not only captures the workload pattern for better
performance, but also satisfies the requirement of data freshness.
HTAP Benchmark Suite. First, it has been pointed out [8, 23]
that TPC-H has a uniform distribution with little correlation across
columns, posing a little challenge on testing OLAP. Thus, HTAP
benchmarks with TPC-H should incorporate the join-crossing cor-
relation with skew into the benchmark. Second, Gartner has defined
[34, 35] HTAP transaction could contain analytical operations. How-
ever, this feature is still not introduced in any HTAP benchmark.
Therefore, it calls for a new HTAP benchmark with analytical op-
erations, e.g., insert analytical operations to TPC-C. Third, there is
a dearth of specific micro-benchmarks for HTAP tasks, e.g., data
synchronization, query optimization, and resource scheduling. All
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in all, it calls for a new testbed that can extend various components
of existing benchmarks for a holistic evaluation of HTAP databases.
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